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Abstract
A child who is unfamiliar with the correct
spelling of a word often employs a “sound it
out” approach: breaking the word down into
its constituent sounds and then choosing letters
to represent the identified sounds. This often
results in a misspelling that is orthographically
very different to the intended target. Recently,
efforts have been made to develop phonetic
based spellcheckers to tackle the more deviant
nature of children’s misspellings. However, lit-
tle work has been done to investigate the po-
tential of spelling correction tools that incorpo-
rate regional pronunciation variation. If a child
must first identify the sounds that make up a
word, it stands to reason their pronunciation
would influence this process. We investigate
this hypothesis along with the feasibility and
potential benefits of adapting spelling correc-
tion tools to more specific language variants -
particularly Irish Accented English. We use
misspelling data from schoolchildren across
Ireland to adapt an existing English phonetic-
based spellchecker and demonstrate improve-
ments in performance. These results not only
prompt consideration of language varieties in
the development of spellcheckers but also con-
tribute to existing literature on the role of re-
gional accent in the acquisition of writing pro-
ficiency.

1 Introduction

Children’s spelling has long been considered to be
rooted in phonetics; being influenced by pronun-
ciation and speech sound similarity (Read, 2018).
Misspellings are often ‘creative’ in that they reflect
the phonetic judgements of the child and stem from
their efforts to use letters to represent the sounds of
their spoken language. As such, these misspellings
are often unique and can deviate heavily from the

correct spelling making the automatic correction of
such errors a non-trivial task.

Nowadays, a popular focus in early literacy ed-
ucation is the teaching of phonics with schools
across the English speaking world incorporating
the method into their curricula (National Council
of Curriculum and Assessment, 2019; Bowers and
Bowers, 2017). Phonics based approaches to read-
ing and writing involve teaching the relationship
between letters and sounds. For example, the word
‘cat’ would be broken down into the letters ‘c’, ‘a’,
‘t’ and the corresponding phonemes /K/, /AE/, /T/ 1.
When tackling the spelling of an unfamiliar word,
children are then encouraged to adopt a “sound it
out” approach by identifying the phonetic sequence
of the word and the letters which represent these
sounds. This approach is heavily relied upon by
low achieving spellers (Daffern and Critten, 2019).

Despite the phonetic nature of children’s spelling
and the employment of a literacy education method-
ology that is intrinsically linked to spoken words,
little work has been carried out towards developing
spellcheckers that account for systematic pronun-
ciation variation. Much of the existing research
on the interaction between spoken variation and
literacy acquisition typically focuses on children
with an African American English (AAE) dialect
and the phonological and morphological deviation
from what is referred to as Mainstream American
English (MAE) (see Section 2.2). In their system-
atic review, Snell and Andrews (2017) indicate that
there is insufficient research on the relationship be-
tween regional accent or dialect and written English
literacy in England. From the works reviewed, they

1Throughout this paper we refer to phonemes using ARPA-
bet notation consistent with the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary
(Weide, 1998) which is used in the spelling correction model.
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surmise that there is no straightforward relationship
between literacy achievement and language back-
ground and state that regional dialect has only a
minor impact on writing. However, throughout the
review, difficulties with spelling were not consid-
ered related to pronunciation variation and instead
a result of the complexity between English orthog-
raphy and pronunciation that affects all children
regardless of their accent. Whilst we agree that
all children will face challenges in acquiring writ-
ten literacy, we seek to explore whether regional
variation might influence the sort of problems en-
countered by students and the types of misspellings
they produce as a result. Indeed, Terry (2006) sup-
poses that “while all children must learn to negoti-
ate mismatches between speech and print in order
to become good readers and writers, this process
may be particularly problematic for children whose
spoken language differs substantially from stan-
dard written forms”. In much the same way as
one might employ a targeted approach to teaching
a foreign language based on the learner’s native
language, it could prove beneficial to children with
regional language variants to be taught reading and
writing skills with such variation in mind and to
have access to tools designed specifically to handle
their particular variant.

This paper seeks to investigate the hypothesis
that regional variation in pronunciation influences
misspelling productions in children’s writing. To
do this, we explore whether an accent adapted
spellchecker outperforms a baseline system which
would suggest some underlying commonality be-
tween the misspellings produced by speakers of the
same language variant. In doing so we also investi-
gate the feasibility of developing such a system and
the potential benefits it would have for speakers
of a regional variant. An existing English pho-
netic based spelling correction tool is fine-tuned
using misspelling data collected from schoolchil-
dren across Ireland. We demonstrate that this Irish
Accented English (IAE) adapted model achieves
better results on our test set of IAE misspellings.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that these gains in
performance are not just a result of additional train-
ing, by fine-tuning the baseline model with non
IAE misspelling data which exhibits lesser perfor-
mance gains. These results would suggest that the
relationship between regional pronunciation varia-
tion and written literacy merits further exploration.

2 Related Work

2.1 Spelling Correction Methods
Kukich (1992) discussed spelling errors as belong-
ing to one of two types; typographic and cognitive.
The former occurs when the writer knows the cor-
rect spelling of a word but makes an error when
producing it. For example, entering a different
character than intended by mistakenly pressing an
adjacent key on the keyboard. These types of er-
rors tend only to deviate from the target spelling
by a single edit operation (substitution, deletion,
insertion or transposition) (Damerau, 1964) and
so are easily corrected by the character edit dis-
tance methods employed by traditional spellcheck-
ers. In contrast, cognitive errors result from a lack
of knowledge of how to correctly spell a word. Mis-
spellings that result from an effort to capture the
sound sequence of a word fall under a subset of
cognitive errors labelled phonetic errors and they
typically deviate substantially from the target word
(Kukich, 1992).

Probabilistic correction models, like that of Brill
and Moore (2000) or Church and Gale (1991), ex-
hibited improved performance on cognitive errors
by modelling the likelihood of multiple edit opera-
tions. The correction of phonetic errors in particu-
lar has been tackled by incorporating pronunciation
information as opposed to just orthographic repre-
sentations. For example, by using weighted edit
distances that consider the phonetic similarity be-
tween graphemes (Veronis, 1988), by assigning an
alphanumeric code intended to capture phonetic
features (Russell and Odell, 1918), or by convert-
ing a misspelling to its corresponding phoneme
sequence using letter-to-sound rules (Fisher, 1999;
Toutanova and Moore, 2002). In their recent survey,
Hládek et al. (2020) noted the emerging popularity
of encoder-decoder architectures and deep neural
networks that treat the spelling correction problem
as one of statistical machine translation.

Spelling correction tools targeted specifically to-
wards children have also been recently developed.
Downs et al. (2020) released Kidspell: a child-
oriented, rule-based, phonetic spellchecker. Their
system makes use of the phonetic rules of English
to map letters to keys which aim to capture accurate
phonetic representations. Candidate suggestions
for spelling correction are generated by identifying
words with matching or similar phonetic keys. Sim-
ilarly, S-capade (O’Neill et al., 2020), our own En-
glish spellchecker for children, produces candidate
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corrections that have the same or similar phoneme
sequences to that predicted of the misspelled word.
It generates a phoneme representation of the mis-
spelling and calculates the weighted edit distance
between the misspelling and a candidate correc-
tion based on the likelihood of phonemes being
inserted, deleted, or substituted for others. The na-
ture of S-capade’s edit distance method allows for
adaptation of the phoneme weights and we use this
as a baseline for fine-tuning on IAE speakers’ data
in this work.

2.2 Spoken Variation and Literacy
Acquisition

Early research into factors affecting children’s lit-
eracy acquisition surmised that speaking a “non-
standard” or “non-mainstream” language variety
hindered reading and writing performance with
Schwartz (1982) coining the term ‘dialect inter-
ference’. More recently, an alternative (though
not mutually exclusive) explanation for the asso-
ciation between non-mainstream productions and
literacy achievement has become prevalent in the
literature. This involves the idea that children who
produce more non-mainstream forms, particularly
in contexts where this would not be appropriate (i.e.
in the classroom), potentially have less linguistic
awareness in general. This lack of awareness or
flexibility likely extends to other aspects includ-
ing phonological awareness which is regarded as
integral to literacy acquisition (Terry and Scarbor-
ough, 2011). Thus, it is not the use of these non-
mainstream forms or non-standard dialect usage in
general that negatively impacts reading and writing
skills, but rather, high frequency of usage is an in-
dicator of an underlying linguistic weakness that
also impacts literacy.

A number of works have examined the literacy
skills of AAE speaking children - specifically those
with frequent non-mainstream forms in their spo-
ken production (Charity et al., 2004; Terry, 2006;
Terry and Scarborough, 2011; Terry, 2012; Terry
and Connor, 2010; Connor and Craig, 2006). This
research confirms that children who frequently use
the AAE variant typically have more trouble with
learning to read and write. In particular, Terry and
Connor (2010) demonstrated that words with di-
alect sensitive features caused spelling issues in
both struggling and typically achieving readers.
Beyond the examination of AAE, similar support-
ing research on spoken language and education

has been carried out concerning language variants
of Dutch, Arabic, Greek, and Carribean creoles
(Driessen and Withagen, 1999; Saiegh-Haddad,
2003; Siegel, 1999; Yiakoumetti, 2007). This is
evidently an issue not limited to the AAE variety or
even to varieties of English. As such, even though
this work focuses on IAE, the adaptation of lan-
guage tools to spoken variants has potential benefit
across the world’s languages.

3 Methodology

3.1 The Dataset

The dataset used in this experiment was compiled
from a collection of surveys of schoolchildren
across Ireland carried out by Zeeko (Everri and
Park, 2018). A subset of these surveys contained
open-ended questions of the form “Why do you
think...?” or “What did you like about...?” and
participants responded in a free-text format. In to-
tal, survey responses from 628 students contained
these free-text answers and were analysed for non-
word spelling errors. The students ranged in age
from 7 to 17 years with an average age of 10 years.
The full distribution of ages across respondents can
be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The age distribution of survey respondents.

Whilst responses were received from locations
across the country, 50.6% of respondents were from
schools in County Dublin. As such, later analyses
on the influence of regional pronunciation are heav-
ily weighted to Dublin varieties of English. Col-
lecting additional and more geographically varied
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data is considered an area of future work.
Non-word misspellings were extracted from the

responses and a human annotator judged their cor-
responding real-word targets. Where a target could
not be identified from context, the misspelling was
removed. This resulted in a corpus of 232 pairs
of misspellings and real-word targets henceforth
referred to as the IAE-corpus. Examples of some
misspelling:target pairs can be seen in Table 1.

Misspelling Target
achuly actually
bekos because
difrunt different
egicasinol educational
mishon mission
sichweshen situation

Table 1: Example misspellings and real-word targets
from the IAE-corpus.

3.2 S-capade’s Phoneme Distance Matrix

The candidate corrections and their rankings sug-
gested by the S-capade tool are determined using
a weighted edit distance measure. A grapheme
to phoneme tool (CMUSphinx, 2016) between the
predicted phoneme sequence of the misspelling and
that of the candidate. In an approach similar to that
of Wagner and Fischer (1974), sequences are opti-
mally aligned to give the lowest total edit distance
which is calculated by summing the cost of each
substitution, deletion and insertion.

The costs of these operations are taken from a
phoneme distance matrix that models the similar-
ity between phonemes. Since similarity can be
considered a function of confusability (Gallagher
and Graff, 2012), this distance matrix was gener-
ated based on the confusability of phonemes both
acoustically and distributionally (Kane and Carson-
Berndsen, 2016; O’Neill and Carson-Berndsen,
2019). If two phonemes are likely to be confused,
then they are considered highly similar and thus
have a low distance score and low substitution cost.

Deletions and insertions are treated as substitu-
tions of a phoneme with the empty string and vice
versa. The distance values between phonemes and
the empty string were based on existing literature
on epenthesis and ellision (Collins and Mees, 2013;
Fourakis and Port, 1986; Gimson and Ramsaran,
1970; Itô, 1989; Yip, 1987).

If a misspelling has the same phoneme sequence

as its real-word target then the edit distance will
be 0 and the target will likely be the top ranked
candidate correction. However, if the misspelling’s
predicted phoneme sequence does not match any
real-word candidates, the suggested correction will
be the candidate deemed most similar as a result of
its low edit distance score (O’Neill et al., 2020).

The values in the distance matrix are not spe-
cific to one spoken variety and instead model
general phonemic confusability and phonological
process of English. However, different realisa-
tions of phonemes in a variant of English might
lead to differences in the degree of similarity be-
tween phonemes. For example, consider the /TH/
phoneme which, in IAE and particularly in Dublin
varieties, often undergoes fortition and is realised
as an alveolar stop rather than a dental fricative
(Hickey, 2004). This could potentially prompt a
child adopting a “sound it out” approach to spelling
to encode the /T/ phoneme instead. Indeed, within
the IAE dataset (see Section 3.1), we see possible
examples of this effect as in *someting (something)
and *tink (think). As such, fine-tuning the values in
the distance matrix using misspellings produced by
IAE speakers should capture these variant specific
effects and result in better performance of the cor-
rection tool on spelling errors from such speakers.

3.3 Irish Accented English Fine-Tuning

Given the limited size of the dataset, a k-fold cross
validation approach was used to tune and evaluate
the performance of an IAE adapted spelling correc-
tion tool. The IAE-corpus was separated randomly
into 10 folds. Each fold was held out as a test set
whilst the other 9 folds were used to fine-tune the
distance matrix of the S-capade tool.

In the best case performance, the weighted edit
distance between a misspelling and its correspond-
ing real-word target would be lower than that of
the other potential candidate corrections. Thus, the
weights associated with the substitutions, deletions,
and insertions observed in these misspelling:target
pairs should decrease whilst those observed be-
tween misspelling:non-target pairs should increase.
To do this we implement a shallow neural network
performing logistic regression.

For each misspelling in the training set, the S-
capade base model is used to generate the 10 most
likely candidate corrections based on weighted
edit distance. The predicted phoneme sequence
of the misspelling is obtained using a grapheme
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Figure 2: Visualisation of generating sparse input vectors from substitution counts.

to phoneme tool (CMUSphinx, 2016) trained on
the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary (Weide, 1998).
These sequences are then aligned with those of
each candidate as can be seen in Table 2. In this
example we observe the following substitutions:

• AE : AE

• K : empty string

• SH : CH

• AH : UW

• L : L

• IY : IY

Note that the absence of an edit operation is
treated as a substitution of a phoneme with itself
and insertions and deletions are treated as sub-
stitutions involving the empty string. Each mis-
spelling:candidate pair is then represented as a
sparse vector of length 1600 with each value repre-
senting the number of occurrences of all possible
phoneme substitutions (see Figure 2 for a visuali-
sation of this process).

Spelling Phoneme Sequence
actually AE K SH AH L IY
achuly AE CH UW L IY

Table 2: Comparison of the phoneme sequences be-
tween ‘actually’ and ‘achuly’.

Each training set has between 208-209 mis-
spellings and each misspelling has 10 candidate
corrections. If not already present in the list of can-
didates, the real-word target is added. Some candi-
date lists contain multiple instances of the target as
a result of different pronunciations within the dic-
tionary. As such, we have, for each training set, be-
tween 250-266 instances of true misspelling:target
pairs and between 1856-1883 instances of negative
misspelling:non-target pairs.

In a similar process to that shown in Figure 2, the
original phoneme distance matrix used by S-capade
was converted into a weight vector of length 1600.
A single-layer neural network is used to perform
logistic regression in an effort to classify the train-
ing instances as either true misspelling:target pairs
(0 label) or negative misspelling:non-target pairs
(1 label). This allows us to tune the weights using
backpropagation to minimise loss. By multiplying
each training instance vector by the weight vector
we obtain the weighted edit distance score used by
S-capade to rank candidates. A bias is added and
a sigmoid transform is then applied to determine
the probability that a training instance is a negative
misspelling:non-target pair (see Equation 1 where
W is the weight vector, Xi is the training vector i,
and b is the bias).

ŷi = σ(W ∗Xi + b) (1)
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MRR Recall@1 Recall@3 Recall@5 Recall@10
S-capade Base Model 0.623 0.543 0.694 0.746 0.789

Irish Accented English Model 0.693 0.629 0.746 0.781 0.828
Holbrook British English Model 0.673 0.599 0.728 0.784 0.823

Table 3: Mean Reciprocal Rank and Mean Recall@K for the three models.

The weight vector is then tuned using backprop-
agation and cross-entropy loss (see Equation 2
where N is the number of training instances, y is
the true label, and ŷ is the probability of a negative
misspelling:non-target pair).

L = − 1

N

N∑
n=1

[ynlogŷn−(1−yn)log(1−ŷn)] (2)

The resulting tuned weight vector is then reshaped
into a 40x40 distance matrix for use with the S-
capade spelling correction tool.

3.4 Non IAE Fine-Tuning

In order to determine whether improved perfor-
mance of the IAE fine-tuned model was a result
of adaptation to the types of errors produced un-
der the influence of a regional variant and not just
the product of increased training, we sought to
test a model tuned using misspelling data from
children with a different English variant. For this
purpose we chose the Holbrook corpus (Mitton,
1985) - a collection of misspellings extracted from
the writings of British schoolchildren (Holbrook,
1964). For the sake of comparison with the IAE-
corpus, 232 misspellings were randomly sampled
from the Holbrook corpus for the purposes of fine-
tuning. The methodology discussed previously in
Section 3.3 was similarly applied with the excep-
tion of the k-fold cross validation. Instead all 232
misspellings were supplied as a single training set.
The results of the logistic regression weight tuning
were then passed to the S-capade spellchecker to
be used as edit operation costs and the Holbrook
fine-tuned model was tested on the IAE-corpus of
misspellings. We expect this model to considerably
outperform the base model since it is fine-tuned on
children’s misspelling data but not to perform as
well as the IAE-tuned model since it is not adapted
to the specific features of IAE (although British
English and IAE will share a number of features in
common).

4 Results

The effectiveness of a spelling correction tool
lies in its ability to suggest appropriate candidate
corrections and in ranking the true target highly
amongst them. As such, we determine the effec-
tiveness of our models based on whether or not the
target spelling occurred in the top K candidates (Re-
call@K) and on the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR).
Since there is only ever one relevant item in the list
of candidates, namely the intended target word, Re-
call@K is 1 if the target is in the top K candidates
and 0 otherwise. MRR (see Formula 3) is a mea-
sure of how highly the target typically ranks in the
list of candidates with values closer to 1 indicating
higher average target rankings.

MRR =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑
i=1

1

ranki
(3)

Each IAE-tuned distance matrix is supplied to
the S-capade spelling correction tool (replacing the
original base model matrix) which is then run on
the misspellings in the corresponding test fold. To
assess the performance of a spellchecker fine-tuned
using IAE data, we report the mean value across
all test folds for each of our evaluation measures
and compare with those obtained using the baseline
S-capade model and on the Holbrook fine-tuned
model. The results can be seen in Table 3 with the
best performance across the three models indicated
in bold.

5 Discussion

From the results in Table 3, we can see that the IAE-
tuned model outperforms both the baseline model
and the Holbrook tuned model in almost all of our
evaluation metrics (with a comparable result for
Recall@5). Accuracy, (Recall@1), increased by
8.6% absolute over the base model and Recall@10
increased by 3.9% absolute. These increases would
mean that the system is more likely to suggest the
intended target word as the top suggestion and, in
an interactive spellchecking environment, is more
likely to present the user with a list of candidate
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Figure 3: Resultant phoneme distance matrix from IAE fine-tuning.

corrections that contains the target. Thus, the expe-
rience of a child with an IAE variant would improve
through the model’s adaptation. The performance
gains of the IAE-tuned model is preliminary evi-
dence that there exists some commonality or shared
features characteristic of the types of misspellings
produced by IAE speaking children. These features
are not all shared by the British misspellings in the
Holbrook corpus which did not attain as high per-
formance gains particularly in MRR and accuracy.

In theory, the resultant distance matrix after
IAE fine-tuning should capture this commonality
and the values should relate to aspects of the IAE
phonological system and phonetic realisations. Fig-
ure 3 shows this tuned distance matrix, averaged
across the ten folds, visualised as a heat map where
a darker colour indicates a lower distance and thus
higher degree of similarity between phonemes. Ac-
counting for the limited size of the IAE corpus and
the fact that not all features of IAE will manifest
in misspellings, the distance matrix does appear
to exhibit the influence of IAE phonology. Many
observed values could be considered general En-
glish features. For example, the /NG/ phoneme in

a target being likely substituted for /N/ (as in the
misspelling *bein (being)) or the high degree of
variability among vowels. However, some values
are specific to IAE and Dublin English in particu-
lar (Hickey, 2004). For instance, the most likely
phoneme to be substituted for /TH/ in the target
is /T/. This feasibly results from the fortition of
dental fricatives to alveolar stops in IAE prompting
spellings such as *someting (something) and *tink
(think). /AY/ onset raising is also common and
could explain the misspelling *niss (nice) and the
target /AY/ phoneme’s most likely substitutes being
the more central vowels /AH/, /EY/, and /IH/.

The comparative performance of the IAE-tuned
spelling correction tool and the qualitative analy-
sis of the resultant distance matrix would suggest
that regional variation in pronunciation does some-
what influence misspelling productions in chil-
dren’s writing. The approach taken to fine-tune
the existing model, albeit simple, has proven to be
effective in adapting a correction tool to IAE. This
bodes well for future research and development
in this area on a larger scale. The adaptation of
literacy acquisition aids and educational tools to
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a particular language variant could offer more tar-
geted support to children who may otherwise face
obstacles in their learning. It is hoped that this work
will prompt more extensive research into the inter-
action between spoken language and literacy and
how this can be incorporated into the development
of language tools in order to ensure all children can
benefit regardless of language variant.

6 Limitations and Future Work

This work is intended as a preliminary investigation
into the idea that regional pronunciation variation
manifests in the spelling errors of children and that
an adapted spelling correction model is both fea-
sible and beneficial to speakers of such variants.
Whilst initial results support the original hypoth-
esis, it is important to note the limitations of the
approach presented here. The IAE-corpus used for
tuning and testing is limited in size and scope. It
is a relatively small sample of misspellings and is
biased towards IAE speakers from Dublin. The
collection of a larger dataset that is more repre-
sentative of Ireland as a whole is a planned area
of future work pending experimental design and
ethical approval. The weighted edit distance ap-
proach employed by S-capade only accounts for
one-to-one phoneme mappings and is context inde-
pendent. Thus, potentially influential features of
IAE may not be adequately captured. For exam-
ple, in Dublin English, short vowels are typically
lengthened when they occur before /R/ (Hickey,
2004). This context dependent feature might be
encoded in misspellings but the current model has
no way of distinguishing the specific _/R/ environ-
ment. Should this prove to be a significant short-
coming, a more complex method of spelling cor-
rection would need to be applied. A grapheme to
phoneme tool trained on the CMU pronouncing dic-
tionary is used to predict the phoneme sequences
of misspellings. This does not always accurately
represent the child’s intended phoneme sequence.
It could be possible to improve the predictions by
training the tool on misspelling data.

7 Conclusion

We have presented preliminary evidence of the in-
fluence of regional pronunciation variation on chil-
dren’s misspellings. By fine-tuning an English pho-
netic spellchecker to misspellings produced by IAE
speakers we demonstrate improved performance
on similar test data. Qualitative analysis of the re-

sulting model suggests it was able to learn some
phonological features of the language variant. Fu-
ture work will seek to further explore this relation-
ship through the expansion of the IAE misspelling
dataset since its limited size and bias toward one
particular county was identified as a limitation.

Ethical Considerations

Zeeko obtained consent to collect and analyse
the survey responses for research purposes. The
dataset used in this paper consists of misspellings
from these responses extracted with express per-
mission from Zeeko. It is anonymised and contains
no personally identifiable information. We present
initial work towards a spellchecking application
intended to benefit children with regional pronun-
ciation variation who may previously have experi-
enced difficulties using existing phonetic spelling
correction tools. This paper also argues that fur-
ther research exploring the relationship between
regional accent and written literacy is required in
an effort to destigmatise such language variation
and offer targeted support to children’s learning.
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